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Purchase of
Logis de Nans,
renamed Triennes

Certification
in Organic Agriculture

Cuvées produced per year:
1 rosé, 2 whites, 3 reds from
the Mediterranean IGP

Founding associates of Triennes:
Jacques Seysses (Domaine Dujac)
Aubert de Villaine (Romanée-Conti)
Michel Macaux

Hectares with full southern
exposition facing the Massif de la
Sainte Baume and sustained by Mont
Aurélien, 30 kilometers from the
Mediterranean

Winery
employees

Completion of a new
production building

Countries where
our wine is sold

meters. The highest point of
the domaine. Cool evenings
allow for a long vegetal cycle
for the vines.

Since its creation, the pioneering
owners remain involved in the
constant and dynamic evolution
of Triennes. From research in new
technologies to building new
infrastructures, each project is
designed to better our production
and reduce its impact on the
environment.

A Domaine of a humble size and
international reach.
Our team works with a passion for
farming and vinification, and the
development and sales of our wines.
We are proud of our international
scope as our wines are exported
throughout five continents.

Organic agriculture with respect
for biodiversity
We bring a special attention to our
vineyards and farming practices.
This is especially evident in our work
with organic agriculture since 2011.
In a more global way, we hope to
preserve, reintegrate, and develop the
biodiversity within the domaine. Our
projects have included the creation of
a pond, keeping honeybees and the
planting of 800 trees and shrubs on
the property.

Discover
our products :

Vinification in Connection with
our Terroir
Our vinification practices of precise
and moderate interventions allow for
the expression of our terroir and the
respective grape varieties. Our wines
are not put into new oak and rather
see a combination of old barrels and
foudres.

An excellent match of
exceptional quality and price
We make the kinds of wines we love
to drink. In our whites you will find
fruit and aroma (Viognier) balanced
by freshness and volume (Les
Auréliens). In our reds, you will find
elegance and structure in harmony
with fruit and character. Our rosé
embodies Mediterranean authenticity:
a joy to drink, lively and gourmand.

Tel : 04.94.78.91.46
Mail : triennes@triennes.com
www.triennes.com
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